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1 Intro

Let us start by clarifying what we mean by finance. Finance is actually a very wide set of activities. Almost
all economic activity is touched by finance in some way or other.
Consider the following figure, which is shows the wide range of activities that can be argued to within the
Domain of Finance:
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So, it can be most easily summarized as finance concerns the interaction between individuals/households
(providers of funds) and corporate entities’ (users of funds) physical investment.
In terms of scope, this is a bit of a “land grab” by the academic finance profession, as it seem to cover most
of what is thought of as “economics.”
So, while this is a useful perspective it is a bit too inclusive for this talk. Instead I will talk about finance
in terms of some easily recognised economic functions that is finance.
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2 Functional perspective

Functions of the financial system

• Clearing and settling payments.

– Money, what to use?

• Pooling of resources, subdividing of ownership

– The limited liability firm - the birth of the European takeover of the world

• Transfer economic resources – Trading ownership rights.

– Trading (listed) equities

– Trading (listed) bonds

– Private equity, etc...

– Bankruptcy – “killing inefficient firms” (most people’s view of the bad part of finance – but in a
Darwinian perspective somebody must put them out of their misery.

• Saving / Pensions

– Investment Portfolio management.

• Managing risk

– Insurance

– Trading derivatives

– Spot markets

• Provide price information

– Public good

• Dealing with incentive problems

– Contract design
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3 Payment Processing

3.1 Raw Material: Cash

The start of payment processing is the creation of some form of “legal tender,” paper tokens of value that
everybody need to accept (by law). Typically issued by a Central Bank.
Paper money issued in Bergen in 1695 by Jørgen Thormøhlen (Merchant).

Photo Source: Bergens Tidende

Paper money issued in Norway in 1877 by Norges Bank (Norway’s Central Bank).

Photo Source: Norges Bank

Cash – Physical Transfer between owners
Handling cash is labour intensive, and typically involves banks as intermediaries.
Sør-Audnedal Sparebank.
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Photo Source: Lindesnes Bygdemuseum

Bowery Savings Bank, New York City

Photo Source: Wikipedia

Note that bank notes is still typically the only legal tender, tender that one can legally force other people
to accept.

3.2 Cheque

Instead of physically handing over cash, the next step involves promises to hand over cash. The Cheque. It
is an instruction by an individual to take the stated amount from the indivuals bank account and transfer
to the recipient of the check (or whoever the check is transferred to from the original recipient.) Checks still
involve physical paper

Photo Source: Wikipedia

“From” account – “To” possessor of check
Still labour intensive - within bank confirmation, manual processing
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Aslaug Pedersen, Sorting Checks, Manufacturers Hanover Bank, 1961
In the US and Canada, checks still the most important method of transferring money.
Individuals paying by check eventually get the physical check back, after substantial processing.

(front)

(back)

Check Payment, 1995, Vancouver, BC.

3.3 Direct Bank Transfer

Next: Direct Bank Transfer (Bankgiro)
“From” account – “To” account
Initially – physical paper - like check
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But gradually more fully electronic - enter accounts once, everything else automatic

Need a centralized computing facility to handle the within-account transfers, which typically are acccounts
of different banks.
Basis for transactions still: Legal Tender – ultimately – banknotes.

3.4 Bitcoin

Relative to the above, Bitcoin (and related technologies) are ways to move to a next step

• Is it possible to skip the need for banknotes as the legal basis for payments?

• When we transfer money, can we do it without bank accounts?

Bitcoin – fully electronic basis for monetary transfers.
Bitcoin, the electronic equivalent of a coin:

But, anything electronic can be easily copied.
How to be sure that the bitcoin we just got is not false?
For Bitcoin to work, a complete history of transfers of bitcoins between participants needs to be kept by
“everybody” and one needs to

1. check that the person trying to do a transfer actually have bitcoins to pay with

2. once a payment is made, make sure that it is not possible for the payer to try to pay once more with
the same bitcoin.

Think of Bitcoin as two things

1. the coin

2. the ledgers.
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The cryptography part of Bitcoins is a way of guaranteeing that the electronic ledgers are not “tampered
with”.

3.5 Automation

What is happening here is that tasks that were previously manual, is gradually being automated.
But is it “robots”?
In october of 2017 see in Aftenposten:

Ask: Is this not just automization?
The industrial revolution coming to finance.
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4 Algorithms and Robots

While have discussed what finance is, have so far not gone into what “algorithms” and “robots” are.
The discussion of payment processing has illustrated that not everything involving computers should be
characterized as “robots”. That was an illustration of previously manual operations being automated.
Codify manual operations, write a computer program to do it more efficiently.
However, the modern discussion of “robots” and algorithms is about building more intelligence into the
computer than just codifying previously manual operations.
An “algorithm” is a computer program built to do a specified operation.
In the cash world, may get cash in different currencies. The manual operations involved is then to look up
the relevant exchange rate, and substitute one currency for another.
In an algorithm, the currency is a property of an entry in the ledger, and the algorithm will have built in
instructions about what to do

• get exchange rate from specified place on the internet

• multiply with the exchange rate to get the correct currency.

So algorithms are (complex) computer programs. – A buch of “What If” statements.
The designer of the algorithm need to have

• either thought of all eventualities upfront

• or build in some flexibility, and the need to ask for human intervention

Algorithms are often linked with huge databases (Big Data).
Opening up the possibility of training the computer to recognize patterns in the data.
Assuming these patterns will persist, use them in informing business decisions.
Combining algorithms and big data moves on further on the road towards “Artificial Intelligence”
Wikipedia defines Artificial Intelligence as

“Artificial intelligence (AI, also machine intelligence, MI) is intelligent behaviour by machines,
rather than the natural intelligence (NI) of humans and other animals. In computer science AI
research is defined as the study of intelligent agents: any device that perceives environment and
takes actions that maximize its chance of success at some goal. Colloquially, the term artificial
intelligence is applied when a machine mimics cognitive functions that humans associate with
other human minds, such as learning and problem solving”

Science Fiction is full of warnings about the rise of the robots.
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These warnings are echoed by today’s scientists (Stephen Hawking)

Source: BBC homepage

and business people (Elon Musk)
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Source: Vanity homepage

4.1 Where are we?

But in finance we are not in AI territory yet.
Somewhere on the range:

• Automating manual labour

• Using machines for decision support

• Partially autonomous algorithms

• Fully autonomous algorithms

• Artificial Intelligence

To see an example of scope for more complex computerization: Trading of Equities
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5 Trading of financial assets

Let us now look at one of the big changes in finance in recent years, the evolution of equity (and other
financial assets) trading.

5.1 Joint Stock companies

When firms get large, with corresponding investment needs, single persons or families no longer has the
resources necessary to be sole owners. Instead, one turns to the legal construction of a “Joint Stock Company”.
Such a corporation is jointly owned by its equity owners. A single share in the company represents fractional
ownership of the corporation in proportion to the total number of shares.
The earliest recognized joint-stock company in modern times was the English East India Company. It was
granted an English Royal Charter in 1600. The Royal Charter gave the East India Company a 15-year
monopoly on all trade in the East Indies.
Soon afterwards, the Dutch East India Company issued the first shares tradeable on the an exchange, the
Amsterdam Stock Exchange. The exchange listing enhanced the ability of joint-stock companies to attract
capital from investors, as they now easily could change their investments by selling their shares.
The innovation of joint ownership made a great deal of Europe’s economic growth possible following the
Middle Ages. The technique of pooling capital facilitated investments in capital intensive industries, such as
shipbuilding, railways and textile factories, investments that earlier only were possible by governments, or
by very wealthy families.
The activities of the East India Corporation lead to huge surpluses, as can be evidenced by the magnitude
of their headquarters.
The Eest India House 1817.

Thomas H. Shepherd [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

The need for capital is obvious from the size of the ships necessary for the Indian Trade, and the number of
ships that were necessary.
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By Francis Holman - The National Maritime Museum, Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=22131652

For Norwegians, a historical representative of the Joint Stock Company.

Cover of Bør Børson, book by Johan Falkberget, Norway, 1920.

The image of Bør has lead to many wrong ideas about what joint stock companies are used for in Norway.

Sources Illustrations from Wikipedia.
For a detailed discussion of the role of the Joint Stock Company in the history of European Industry and
the European colonization, see Ferguson (2008), which was also a TV series.

5.2 Trading and exchanges

Major part of the innovation behind joint stock companies: The ability to trade ownership tokens (equities)
on organized exchanges. This process has changed beyond recognition in the most recent past.
We are used to thinking about exchanges, like the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), as in figures 1 and 2,
beehives of activity.
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Figure 1 New York Stock Exchange, floor in 1926

Photo Source: Wall Street Journal

Figure 2 New York Stock Exchange, floor in 1987

Photo Source: WSJ.
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However, after the computers are taking over, the floor of the NYSE looks like figure 3.

Figure 3 New York Stock Exchange, floor in 2008

Photo Source: Wikipedia.

Instead, the activity has moved across the river, to Mahwah, New Jersey, where NYSE has built its data
center, as shown in figures 4 to 6.

Figure 4 New York Stock Exchange, Move to Mahwah

The NYSE has built a revenue stream from offering traders direct access to the exchange’s computers, from
computers in the same building. Figure 7 illustrates how NYSE are selling their colocation services.
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Figure 5 New York Stock Exchange, Mahwah, NJ. Entrance

Photo Source: NYSE

Figure 6 New York Stock Exchange, Servers, 2016

Photo Source: NYSE.
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Figure 7 New York Stock Exchange Offer colocation to customers

Source: NYSE.
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5.2.1 Consequences of HFT: The Race for Speed

Transmitting Information – Microwaves Let us show an illustration of the search for speed of moving
information from one place to the next for the HFT traders.

Chicago to New York Any reader of “Flash Boys” will remember the stories of driving through Penn-
sylvania searching for the straightest line to lay optic fibre from Chicago to New York.
What is probably less known is that that technology lost out in very short order, to microwave transmitters,
which, although they are low bandwith, are line-of-sight, and can therefore send information in a straighter
line than fibre-optic cable, and therefore faster.
Laughlin, Aguirre, and Grundfest (2014) has an interesting picture that shows how the financial markets
realization that microwave transmissions could improve speed lead to lots of spending on infrastructure. The
picture on the left show the localization of applications for new microwave towers in the years before 2012.
The picture on the right show the number of applications the next year, when it was realized that microwaves
could be used as transmitters of financial information. The Chicago – New York corridor is prominent in
the righthand picture, showing how much of the new bandwidth was concentrated here.

Figure 8 Licences for Microwave Towers

Figure taken from: Laughlin et al. (2014)

The speed race does however converge to a minimum decided by physics, as illustrated in figure 9.

The Richborough Mast, London and the continent The US is not the only place with scope for
high-speed communications. In Europe trading is decentralized among various financial centers, two of the
most important are Frankfurt and London.
If you visit the homepage of Vigilant Global, you will find the following proposal for the “Richborough Mast”:

“We are seeking planning approval from Dover District Council to establish a new 322m tall
communications mast on land adjacent to Richborough Energy Park, and provide a much-needed
high speed data connection between financial institutions in the UK and Europe.

The site was chosen as it is adjacent to an industrial site; is geographically remote and has a
history of tall structures due to the areas previous use as a power station. It is also ideally located
to achieve line of sight communications with existing infrastructure in Europe.”

together with documentation for why a 322 m mast is needed at the southeast coast of Britain, on the
straight line between London and Frankfurt.
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Figure 9 Evolving latency Chigago-New York. 2012-2016

Figure taken from Financial Times, 30 mar 2017.

Figure 10 Connecting London and Frankfurt

Figure source: Bloomberg, article 28 jul 2016.

Figure 11 Why a 322 m mast is needed to reach Europe

Figure from: Promotional material by Valiant.
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In fact, there is now (Fall of 2016) actually two competing proposals, by two companies wanting to build a
mast in this area. The original, by Valiant, is the “Richborough Mast.” The second, by “New Line Networks,”
is the “Kings End Farm Mast”.
Update: 2017. The local authorities have decided against the project.
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5.3 How methods of trading have changed

To sommarize, in the past, the default method of trading involved human interaction, either on a floor
(NYSE), or by human entering of traders into the limit order book. By now (ca 2017) much of the human
interaction has been replaced with computerized trading:

• Algorithmic Trading: Trading where computers involved in trading decisions (not just as an order
entry system.).

• High Frequency Trading (HFT): A subset of algorithmic trading where speed (of communications,
of trading decisions) is important determinant of profits from trading strategy.

Informally, High Frequency Trading (HFT) is used more broadly to refer to all computerized trading.
Driving force behind the computerization: Getting rid of humans in the loop lowers trading costs substan-
tially. Replacing (highly paid) brokers with computers.
Is there a conclusion about HFT being good or bad?
Not really.
Primary evidence: Substantial lowering of measured transaction costs as HFT takes over.
But can not rule out that some of the negatives are large enough in magnitude to offset the lower transaction
costs.
This has lead to the two terms:

• HFM – High Frequency Market Making – Benign HFT.

• HFB – High Frequency Bandits – e.g. manipulative practices.
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6 Portfolio Management

Savings decision:
Two related decisions

• Asset Allocation – choice broad classes, such as bank saving, equities/funds, real estate.

• Portfolio allocation – within one asset class.

Which stocks/funds to invest in?

6.1 Automated investment strategies

Can robots take over portfolio allocation?
Already some applications

• Index funds – using automated trading to maintain a market weighted portfolio – autonomous trading
– within limits.

• “Quant Shops” – “Big Data” – looking for patterns in equity returns that produces high returns.
(Previously the job of academics...)

6.2 Robo Advisors

So called “Robots” are already players in the “there’s an app for that” market, under the name Robo-
Advisors
Automated investment advisors.
Log on to a web page, answer some questions about the purpose of your investment, and get suggestions
about your portfolio composition.
Already lots of “apps for that,” there are even “top 5 lists” available (example from Investopedia)

“Top 5 Robo-Advisors in 2017

Robo-advisors have surged in popularity as people seek low-cost, automated investment oppor-
tunities. Within minutes, robo-advisors allow you to set up a customized, diverse portfolio and
can give you access to wealth management services previously reserved for the ultra-wealthy, like
tax-loss harvesting and access to a certified financial planner. For these reasons and more, robo-
advisors are increasingly attracting attention from investors. In fact, according to the consulting
firm A.T. Kearney, assets under management by robo-advisors will grow by 68% annually to %
a whopping $2.2 trillion in the next five years.

There’s a growing selection of robo-advisors as new firms enter the market and veteran robo-
advisors increase their offerings, so how do you filter through all the brokerages to find the best
robo-advisor? In truth, the best robo-advisor will differ from investor to investor, dependent
on their respective financial situation and needs. However, the top-rated robo-advisors share
common features: a low initial investment, low fees, and comprehensive portfolio management
features. For this list, robo-advisors earned top points for low fees, low minimum account balances
and strong portfolio management features.

. . . ”

Source: Investopedia

Robo-advisor one example application usually filed under the label of FinTech
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7 FinTech

Collective term for Financial Technology, applying (IT) technology to financial applications.
Innovation driven both by

• Traditional financial firms (banks)

• Startups

Show a couple of pictures summarizing much of what is under the FinTech umbrella

Figure 12 A Categorization of FinTech

Source: Dorfleiter, Hornuf, Schmitt, and Weber (2016).
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Figure 13 The FinTech Cube

Source: Gomber, Koch, and Siering (2017).
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8 Conclusion

Where are we on the range:

• Automating manual

• Using machines for decision support

• Partially autonomous algorithms

• Fully autonomous algorithms

• Artificial Intelligence

Where may humans (still) have an advantage?

• Human interaction – advising / selling.

• Deep thought – figuring out complicated relationships that needs abstraction.

• Innovation – completely new ways of looking at things.

(But note that computer suppurt also are necessary in these roles.)
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